Origin is Australia’s leading
integrated energy company

Origin also has a
presence in
California’s Silicon
Valley to connect us
to the global
epicentre of digital
innovation

Our strategy is focused on connecting customers to the energy
and technologies of the future

The right
energy

The right
technologies

The right
customer
solutions

• Accelerate towards clean energy
• Low cost operator developing & growing gas resources

• Embrace a decentralised and digital future

•

Leading customer experience and solutions

This means we need solutions that align with our priorities
• Superior generation fleet and fuel supply flexibility
• Support and optimisation of our peaking gas generation fleet
• Reliability and firming solutions such as large scale batteries and pumped hydro

• Development of a leading digital platform and analytics capability
• Increased capability and expansion of our proprietary Virtual Power Plant (VPP) platform
• Opportunities in low-carbon technologies such as hydrogen, e-mobility, and carbon management

• Transformative customer experiences to make energy simple, seamless and increasingly digital

• Growth in product offerings including solar, centralised energy services and connectivity
• Personalised and value-add services to our customers (both in front of and behind the meter)

And we are ready to work with you for mutual benefit
• We can give your idea or solution a major boost by trialling your idea with a subset of our extensive customer base;
• We have been working with start-ups for a number of years and have evaluated more than 3,000 applications
➢ This means we have become pretty efficient at evaluating ideas and helping you distil what you do into terms that our business
units can easily relate to;
• We have expertise across many functions to provide guidance and mentorship to scaling businesses;
• We also appreciate that speed and agility is important, so for successful applications we can provide access to the relevant teams and
get them engaged from the outset;
• Whilst we are not a traditional corporate venture firm, we have and will consider investment in solutions that offer a compelling strategic
advantage for both parties;
• And finally we recognise that we don’t know what we don’t know and are ready to listen and collaborate to create the future of energy!

